Abstract. We formulated a Bayes optimum watermarking decoder and derived sub-optimum decoding algorithms for spread spectrum digital image watermarking. The optimum decoder can be obtained by considering the posterior probability under the Gaussian assumption for noise and attacks. The amount of calculation for the decoder is NP-hard. We, therefore, need to derive sub-optimum decoding algorithms in order to decode the watermarks. The proposed decoders are multiple watermark decoders that estimate multiple watermarks at the same time. These methods are based on the multi-stage demodulation method and the partial interference cancellation method, which are two CDMA multiuser demodulation methods. We applied them to the digital watermarking scheme. When the original image is blind, the image itself is regarded as noise. We, therefore, evaluated bit error rates both for cases when the original image is informed and blind. As a result, we found both the multi-stage watermark decoder and the partial interference cancellation decoder were effective for watermarking. The latter performed better than the former.
Introduction
Misuse of digital content is emerging as a social issue. The copyright information attached to additional headers of digital content does not work well for copyright protection. Digital watermarking is one solution to this problem.
The basic idea of digital watermarking is that hidden messages or watermarks are invisibly embedded in the cover of digital content. The cover content may be images, video, audio, and so on. There are many different embedding schemes. For images, watermarks are either simply embedded by adding them to the cover content, or the cover content is transformed by discrete cosine transform (DCT) or wavelet transform, and then the watermarks are embedded in the transform domain [1] [2] [3] [4] . On the other hand, messages are encrypted or spread in order to hide them. Spectrum spreading is one efficient, robust method. The maximum This work was partially supported by Grant-in-Aid for Young Scientists (B) No. 21700255, the Yamaguchi University Foundation, and the Nakajima Foundation. The computer simulation results were obtained using the PC cluster system at Yamaguchi University.
likelihood estimation [5, 6] and the maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) estimation [7, 8] have been used with existing methods.
Cox et al. [1] [2] [3] proposed a method based on the communication model. The watermark sequences are chosen independently in accordance with Gaussian distribution, and then they are embedded in the spatial or transform domain. Since embedded sequences can be generated independently and identically distributed [2, 9] , multiple watermarks can be embedded into the same pixel, since they become almost orthogonal. The phrase "multiple watermarks" in this paper means that several spread messages or watermarks are accumulated on the same pixel. Cox et al. [1] [2] [3] performed multiple watermark by computer simulations. However, no decoder for multiple watermarks has been discussed in theory because of multi-watermark interference.
In this paper, we formulate the Bayes optimum watermarking decoder for spread spectrum digital image watermarking. The optimum decoder can be obtained by considering the posterior probability under the condition of the Gaussian assumption for noise and attacks. Unfortunately, the amount of calculation to decode all embedded watermarks is NP-hard. We, therefore, need to derive sub-optimum decoding algorithms. We derive sub-optimum decoding algorithms from the optimum decoder. In this manner, because of the theoretical difficulty, we consider a simple watermarking model in which watermarks are simply embedded into the image domain.
We consider decoding algorithms for the spectrum spreading method. This method is also now used in code division multiple access (CDMA) [10] [11] [12] [13] . In CDMA, more than one user can transmit information at the same time and within the same cell. Therefore, multiuser interference needs to be considered for the CDMA multiuser demodulator problem. Bayes optimum solutions have been obtained by statistical mechanics. The maximum posterior marginal (MPM) estimation gives the Bayes optimum [14] . Tanaka has evaluated this problem using the replica method [14] [15] [16] . Methods of demodulating CDMA by applying a dynamical theory of the Hopfield model have been described [17] [18] [19] . As in the case of CDMA, statistical-mechanical approaches are progressing in several fields, e.g., image restoration [20, 21] , coding theory [22, 23] , and rate distortion [24] . Now, we are addressing theoretical analysis of the digital watermarking model. It is important for a better understanding of watermarking to model, formulate, and derive decoding methods.
By applying CDMA demodulation methods to watermarking, multiple watermarks can be decoded simultaneously. Moreover, since multi-watermark interference can be reduced, bit error rate for watermarks will be improved. From a theoretical viewpoint, the distinction between CDMA and watermarking is based on assumptions about noise. Channel noise in the CDMA is usually assumed to be independent, or thermal noise. In watermarking, artificial noise occurs as the result attacked by illegal users. They are correlated types of noise, e.g., image noise, block-noise, and distortion. Although the assumption for noise should not intrinsically be Gaussian, in almost all cases, models with these noises would
